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“I haven’t planned it yet.”
So says Jello Biafra, the man forever identified as the
arch, sarcastic voice of seminal San Francisco punk
activists the Dead Kennedys (1978-1986). He pulls double duty at Fun Fun Fun Fest, rocking the Black stage
Friday with the band that brought him back to active
music-making, Guantanamo School of Medicine, then
returns Saturday with trademark (out)spoken word, his
staple since the DK’s dissolution. Biafra, 56, says resuming the mantle of American punk’s most humorous
political conscience has eaten time he usually devotes to
crafting one of his monologues.
“Some of it will probably be just off-the-cuff comments about whatever’s going on that particular day that
I might want to say something about,” admits Biafra.
“Then I’ll probably read some of the pieces people who
know the spoken word albums will be somewhat familiar
with. As Penny Rimbaud of Crass put it, if there’s something you feel strongly about, you need to keep hammering that point home – again and again and again.”
If there’s a point to the music Biafra’s made recently,
it’s equally the potent themes tackled on 2013’s White
People and the Damage Done LP – celebrity news
(“Hollywood Goof Disease”), criminals-turned-pop stars
(“John Dillinger”), corruption (“The Brown Lipstick
Parade”) – and reclamation of the Dead Kennedys’ sound.
“It’s what pours out of me when I write songs,” he
demurs, before conceding the point. “Even Buzz [Osborne]
and Dale [Crover] from the Melvins told me that when I
worked with them [on 2004/2005 hard-rock gems Never
Breathe What You Can’t See and Sieg Howdy]. As soon
as they heard what I brought in, they said, ‘This is the
well from which most of that music springs.’”
– Tim Stegall

Biafra says resuming the mantle of American punk’s most humorous political
conscience has eaten time he usually devotes to crafting one of his monologues.

Tremors (4ad)
Interminable frustration has never sounded so
beautiful, and yet so isolated. Directly empowered by the likes of James Blake, Thom Yorke,
and his own work with contemporaries Banks
and Rhye, the self-produced Tremors lands Sohn
near the top of today’s variant of blue-eyed soul.
There’s no trickery in “Artifice,” a poppy tune
updating an Eighties Steve Winwood, with its
big chorus and layered, processed percussion.
The Vienna-based, London-born artist shines on
“Bloodflows,” the album’s standout, which heats
up from atmospheric tundra to effervescent sunniness. “Paralysed” contains the most poignant
line: “Nobody can slit my throat/ Nobody can leave me lying by the side of the road like you
can.” Digging deeper and perhaps into the proverbial weeds, the album’s only dilemma lies in
its remixing of influences, trusting what’s already worked instead of beating a fresher path.
Whether we’re truly hearing Sohn or the further co-opting of soul, Tremors ultimately flourishes as a dazzling set of pop tracks. (1:20pm, Blue stage)
HHHH
– Kahron Spearman
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Peelander-Z

1:10pm, Black stage
FFF vets return with an absurdist punk spectacle
reminiscent of the Power Rangers and Japanese game
shows that hinges on space-monster invasions,
adorably mispronounced choruses, and audience
participation. The quintet of New York residency and
outer space provenance remain locally connected
though Austin’s Chicken Ranch Records and
bandleader Kengo Hioki’s murals all over town.
– Kevin Curtin

Pallbearer

2pm, Black stage
These Little Rock, Ark., doom mongers debuted to
critical acclaim with 2012’s Sorrow and Extinction, and
that grew into a tower of awe on this year’s follow-up
Foundations of Burden. Credit elegant melodies, a
megaton live set, and the seething passion of
frontman Brett Campbell.
– Michael Toland
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SZa

2:15pm, Blue stage
St. Louis-born SZA employs a multitude of styles
and influences into her brand of nontraditional R&B.
Pulling bits of trap, chillwave, and Seventies soul, as
well as nonmusical connections such as ballet and
Wes Anderson films, the quietly charismatic singer/
songwriter has quickly built a short but compelling
catalog.
– Kahron Spearman

amon amarth

4pm, Black stage
Still hoisting ale tankards and battle-axes in
support of last year’s slab of Norse beef, Deceiver of
the Gods, these Swedish Viking enthusiasts blast
mythology-obsessed death metal with the
craftspersonship of Hephaestus and the bloodthirsty
ardor of Ares.
– Michael Toland
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4:25pm, orange stage
A proclivity for picking feuds with careless crowds
and fellow artists, Mark Kozelek pens fragile folk-rock
that belies his notorious combativeness. Though the
onetime Red House Painter’s February album Benji
arrived breathtakingly bare bones, the San
Franciscan’s sturdy baritone will match Friday’s heavier
acts despite his sadcore songs.
– Neph Basedow

the blood brotherS

5:15pm, Black stage
This artsy, noise-addled experimental hardcore
clan – considered by many Washington state’s
equivalent to At the Drive-In – hung up its grapesnuggling jeans in 2007 after five albums and 10 years
of spastic live shows. The glammy, progressive
quintet, fronted by energetic dual vocalists Jordan
Blilie and Johnny Whitney, re-emerged this August for
a slate of reunion shows.
– Kevin Curtin

citY and colour

5:40pm, orange stage
Having shed the hardcore edge of his former outfit
Alexisonfire, Dallas Green has successfully re-made
himself as gentle singer-songwriter across four
albums over the past decade. While his high,
swooning vocals hearken the ephemeral folk, the
Canadian retains the big hooks, melodies, and raw
emotion on last year’s The Hurry and the Harm.
– Doug Freeman

Julianna barwick

6:15pm, yellow stage
With soundscapes simultaneously lush and cold,
Brooklyn’s Julianna Barwick crafts ambient worlds
that linger within loops and notes stretched across an
evocative abyss. The Louisiana-born artist’s third
proper LP and jump to the Dead Oceans label, last
year’s Nepenthe, was recorded in Iceland with Sigur
Rós producer Alex Somers.
– Doug Freeman

dinoSaur Jr.

7pm, orange stage
Ten albums and 30 years backing them, these
pioneering Massachusetts alt-rockers tackle opening
day prime time, while guitar wiz frontman J Mascis
doubles up with a solo Sunday set. Withstanding
lineup shifts and a contentious 1997 disbanding – a
parting that spurred bassist Lou Barlow’s Sebadoh
and the Folk Implosion – the trio’s original lineup
regrouped in 2005, with 2012’s I Bet on Sky being the
most recent group effort.
– Neph Basedow
F r i d A y | C o n t i n u e d o n p.4
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local fun

run tHe Jewels
4:15Pm, blue Stage
We want Killer Mike. Last year at this
same festival, the gregarious Atlanta
rapper endeavored valiantly but ultimately proved unsuccessful in performing a full set of blistering Southern hiphop atop the half-pipe built for bikers.
Alas, Mike’s asleep; conked out one
week into Run the Jewels’ current tour.
His co-pilot, effervescent NYC rap titan
Jaime “El-P” Meline, is more than happy
to be his mouthpiece.
“I know for a fact he wants justice,”
beats El from Memphis after a RTJ
once-over in Little Rock. “He wants to
come back and rip that shit. There’s
some unrequited experience there that
Mike is savagely after. Everyone
should come check us out, because
we’re going to go ham-eighth-ham.”
[Here’s guessing that’s exponential – to
the eighth degree.]
Since announcing the imminent birth
of RTJ2, last month’s second album,
both he and Mike have assumed kingpin
status, with two early singles (including

one with Rage Against the Machine’s
Zack de la Rocha) and a hotter than
Hades stopover in Austin last month
that had everybody inside Red 7 off their
rockers. Unlike the first album, released
last June after a series of mad-dash
recording sessions, this one’s a more
practiced affair, with meet-ups between
tour stops and downtime in Atlanta, New
York, and Los Angeles.
“This one was really created for Run
the Jewels, whereas with the first one, a
lot of it was music I was working on that
could have gone on a solo record – or anywhere,” notes El. “Most of that was done
by the time we started Run the Jewels.”
Either way, he knows what he’s doing
with Mike’s golden rhyme schemes.
“I know what gets Mike excited,” he
says. “Me making these records, in a lot
of ways, is me making music that I know
will give him that grin. Once Mike starts
pacing around the room, you know he’s
about to say some shit. I just try to aim
for that.”
– Chase Hoffberger

“There’s some unrequited experience [at FFF] that Mike is
savagely after. Everyone should come check us out, because
we’re going to go ham-eighth-ham.”

By keVin curtin

Breakout
(Fri., 11:40am, Black sTage)
Young band, led by growling frontman Kyle Artrip,
ignites a caustic combo of early UK Oi and
Eighties punk.
Dana falconBerry
(Fri., 1pm, orange sTage)
Folk-pop songstress who paints pastoral imagery
with a tiny voice.
w mineral (Fri., 3:10pm, orange sTage)
Vastly influential guitar band that laid groundwork
for emo before disbanding in 1997.
communion
(saT., 11:30am, Black sTage)
Psychedelic slow-core drone trio built on the
stonemason slamming of former Roller drummer
Jeremy Jenkins.
tHe sour notes
(saT., 11:30am, orange sTage)
Genteel psych led by guitarist Jared Boulanger,
who sings optimistic bedroom poetry over buoyant
effects and synths.

ZorcH (saT., 12:10pm, Blue sTage)
Hyperactive sound waves of synth-and-drum
euphoria.
tHe Digital wilD
(sun., 11:30am, Blue sTage)
Laid-back trip-rock outfit defying all logic by
successfully combining indie-folk, R&B vocals,
and rapping.
gooD fielD
(sun., 11:30am, orange sTage)
Rich and delicate light rock with plentiful guitar
reverb and mellow vox from former Brazos bassist
Paul Price.
crookeD Bangs
(sun., 11:55am, Black sTage)
Blood-curdling darkwave punk in French with an
underlying evil surf element.
scott H. Biram
(sun., 5:15pm, Yellow sTage)
Whiskey-breathed gospel, metal, and country oneman band with a motor mouth and exceptional
guitar chops.

run the Jewels

run The Jewels 2 (maSS aPPeal)
Old-school bully rap remains alive and well through the epically devastating efforts of Georgia bulldog Michael Render
and former Def Jux prez Jaime Meline. Killer Mike and El-P
are Run the Jewels, possibly the most unlikely duo-slashredemption story in rap. Equipped with ill-intentioned flows
and El-P’s desire to run innocents down with Bomb Squadinfluenced bass truck, Run the Jewels 2 gut-punches the competition into second place. “So fuck you fuckboys forever, I
hope I said it politely/ And that’s about the psyche of Jaime
and Mikey,” screams the monster Atlanta MC on “Jeopardy.”
Y’know, just so you know how they feel. “Oh My Darling Don’t Cry” rumbles forward in the dark,
then turns up into something more sinister. Night stalker “Blockbuster Night Part 1” is straight up
Fight Club music. Mike, the resident bruiser, informs you, “No hocus pocus, you simple suckers
been served a notice/ Top of the morning, my fist to your face is fucking Folgers.” Eighties-era
trunk bass powers “Close Your Eyes (and Count to Fuck),” marking the return of Rage Against
the Machine’s Zack de la Rocha. Even with slower tempos on the back of the album, the open
hostility never lessens. The apocalyptic “All My Life” belongs on the soundtrack to a Matrix
sequel that actually should have been made. El nails it all down on “Early,” which addresses
urban over-policing: “They’ll watch you walk to the store, they’re recording/ But didn’t record
the cop when he shot, no warning.” Standout closer “Angel Duster” provides a clear view of the
socio-political foundations Run the Jewels are built upon, with Mike even hitting on the use of
religion: “God really exists I tell you like this, it resides inside/ And anybody tell you different,
just selling religion, tryin’ to keep your ass in line.” (4:15pm, Blue stage)
HHHHHn
– Kahron Spearman
F r i d A y | C o n t i n u e d o n p.6
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fff nites: friDay (free witH fff wristBanD)
wovenhand

reFracTorY oBduraTe (deathwiSh inc.)
Whether with former powerhouse 16 Horsepower or the
succeeding Wovenhand, David Eugene Edwards hews closely to Pentecostal folk goth. That’s what makes the seventh
Wovenhand LP such a refreshing departure: Refractory
Obdurate is the unabashed electric rock LP the Colorado
fourpiece has hinted at in its last two releases. “Field of
Hedon,” “Masonic Youth,” and “Good Shepherd” blast into
anthemic magnificence, like a rougher, earthier U2 more
concerned with sin than salvation. “Hiss” even crosses
Edwards’ spiritual introspection with grungy punk rock. Elements of Edwards’ alt.country
past remain, of course, on the haunted “King David,” “Salome,” and “Obdurate
Obscura,” while his spooky banjo prefaces “Corsicana Clip.” Even those bristle with
amplification. A powerful band just became a powerhouse. (12:30am, Beerland)
HHHH
– Michael Toland

king tuff

was dead (burger)
What’s a decade in the life of the eternal post-teen
dream machine? Recorded in 2003, then re-recorded in
2008, King Tuff’s once-rare second album finally gets wide
release. Vermonter Kyle Thomas began work on Was Dead
at 18 and it shows. The songwriting’s brash and unconcerned, vocal delivery unapologetically snotty, and Thomas
demonstrates a remarkable knack for coaxing magic out of
slop. His steam-heated synthesis of garage punk and shagcarpet fuzz cultivates extra adhesiveness by juxtaposing
bubblegum hooks with savage strangeness. Like a train song in the age of Amtrak,
“Connection” taps the last gasp of young love facilitated by unrequited pop-punk surrender. On the flip side, Thomas opens verse three of “Animal” by screaming, “I eat pizza all
fuckin’ night!” This finger-snapping inventory of adolescent vices is downright liberating.
(12:45am, Red 7 inside)
HHHHn
– Greg Beets

nigHt riots

POSTERS/POSTCARDS

CDS/DVDs
AS QUICKLY AS 1 DAY
COMPLETION!!

YES!!
512-459-5253
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tHe Dictators nyc
(Thu., 12:15am,
red 7 ouTside)
Pre-Ramones fathers of
NYC punk rock still fronted
by Handsome Dick
Manitoba and guitar genius
Ross the Boss.
single motHers
(Fri., 10pm, parish)
London, Ontario, snotties
who broke up in 2009
now boast the angriest
LP of autumn in
Negative Qualities.

By tim stegall
negatiVe approacH
(Fri., 12:25am,
red 7 ouTside)
Detroit hooligans who
pioneered Midwestern
Eighties hardcore fronted
by leather-lunged
John Brannon.
Burger recorDs
caraVan of
stars tour
(saT., 10pm, holY
mounTain ouTside)
The SoCal imprint that made
cassettes cool again with

garage-centric hipsters
presents: local surf punks
La Migra, Puerto Rican
rockers AJ Davila y Terror
Amor, Antwerp garage
dwellers Mozes & the
Firstborn, and L.A. power
rock trio Together Pangea.
u tHe Briefs
(saT., 11:15pm,
red 7 ouTside)
Seattle pogo-pop
revivalists call off the hiatus
and dig out the skinny ties
and hair bleach.
7 seconDs
(saT., 12:30am,
red 7 inside)
Reno straight-edge
pioneers Leave a Light On –
new, speedy, and as
powerful as ever.
tHe flatliners
(sun., 12mid,
norTh door)
Impossibly bouncy Toronto
ska-punks whose recent
Dead Language LP suggests
too much sugar-laden
breakfast cereal.
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yelle

complèTemenT Fou (Source)
Yelle doesn’t care if tu parles Français.
Lyrically, Complètement Fou – Completely
Crazy – remains in the Frenchies’ native
tongue, but this third offering’s primary
language is pop. The title track embraces
the tenants of French house music, endlessly bouncy and catchy sans shame, while
“Nuit de Baise I” steals from the fused
funk balladry of Canadian cousins Chromeo,
reprised with a glam reworking fitting of the
Purple One toward the end of the album.
The glitchy verses of “Toho” lapses into a
glitzy, dream sequence chorus, ostensibly
down-tempo while still pumping like a club
jam. “Moteur Action” beckons to the floor
with Eighties synth and a ever-present bass.
Language barrier from Ms. Julie Budet,
Jean-François Perrier, and Tanguy Destable?
Who needs to talk when you can dance?
(6:15pm, Blue stage)
HHH
– Abby Johnston

Death
from
above
1979

The phYsical
world
(warner
broS.)
Literally
nothing’s
changed. The Montreal duo of Sebastien
Grainger and Jesse Keeler stamped out one
anti-social, proto-dubstep disc in 2004, the
vaguely misogynistic You’re a Woman, I’m a
Machine, and turned it into a series of apocalyptic live shows until the pair broke up two
years later. In 2011, the reunion. The Physical
World now arrives as the final stage of rebirth,
existing mostly to beef up set lists and none
the poorer for it. “It’s the same old song, just
a different tune,” whines Grainger on the shitkicking “Right on, Frankenstein.” Well, yeah.
The DJ-ready dance-rock of “Trainwreck 1979”
currently tears up 101X, and “Government
Trash” dishes one hell of a drum break. The
Physical World proves that not only is 2004
just far back enough to merit nostalgia, but
that this return opens our first portal back.
(6:35pm, Black stage)
HHH
– Luke Winkie

r maJical cloudZ

7:20pm, yellow stage
Devon Welsh and Matthew Otto are fresh from a
20-date spot opening for New Zealand’s most notable
pop “Royal.” Majical Cloudz might seem a little downtempo for Lorde audiences, but the deconstructed
synth stylings of the Canadian duo are the perfect
wind-down to a festival’s first day. 2013 Matador
offering Impersonator has legs.
– Abby Johnston

atmoSPhere

7:35pm, Blue stage
Minneapolis’ Atmosphere was at the core of
independent hip-hop’s surge, creating Billboardcharting LPs on their highly influential Rhymesayers
label. With Ant on the boards, and the prolific,
introspective Slug behind the mic, the duo remains a
surest shot, bringing out one of the best traveling fan
bases in hip-hop.
– Kahron Spearman

2 chainZ 8:55pm, Blue stage

One of the ultimate grind-into-success stories,
Tauheed Epps eventually found his way to the top of
the charts via some of the most irreverent songs in rap
history. Orginally known as Tity Boi, he gained
widespread recognition while performing with Playaz
Circle, a duo once signed by Ludacris’ Disturbing tha
Peace label. After a solo deal with Def Jam, changing
his stage name, and allying with Kanye West, the
hardest-working man in rap has earned every ounce
of success.
– Kahron Spearman

Proud participant of Small Business Saturday. Get $10 cash back on any purchase with your American Express card on Saturday, Nov. 29.

BUILT TO A
HIGHER
STANDARD
w alt-J

This is all Yours (inFectiouS)
Alt-J established its bizarre blend of freakfolk electronics, ambient soundscaping,
and scruffed-up rock with acclaimed 2012
debut An Awesome Wave, but This Is All Yours
pushes the boundaries even further. Opening
with pulsing chant “Introm,” the UK quartet
descends into a dream world where English
folk slides against French poets and Miley
Cyrus, whose “4X4” they manage to suavely
incorporate on “Hunger of the Pine.” Joe
Newman’s thrilling, disjointed vocal trill guides
the trip, Fleet Foxes lost in Wonderland on
dual tracks “Arrival in Nara” and “Nara,” and
gritty, contorting yelps of “Every Other Freckle.”
The sequencing adds a sense of the uncanny,
with uptempo standout “Left Hand Free” segueing into flutes and bird chirps on “Garden
of England (Interlude)” and falsetto of “Choice
Kingdom.” Alt-J could come off as pretentiously
obfuscating but for the overt playfulness within
the experimental. (8:30pm, Orange stage)
HHH
– Doug Freeman

Olympus OM-D E-M10 DSLR
with 14-42mm 2R Lens
• 16.1MP Live MOS Sensor
• Full HD 1080p Video Recording at 30 fps
• Built-In Wi-Fi Connectivity

CLASSES

• Camera Courses
• Workshops
• Software Instruction

Reg. $79999

74999

$

Price after $50 instant savings. Valid thru 11/15/14

RENTALS
• Cameras
• Lenses
• Lighting

FREE PRINTS
& 2-HR BASIC
PHOTO CLASS

WITH ANY NEW CAMERA PURCHASE

• Stands
• Backgrounds

REPAIRS
• Cameras
• Lenses
• Flashes

• Stands
• Rush Service

PHOTO LAB
• Canvas Prints
• Metal Prints
• Custom Frames

• Photo Books
• Film Processing

In West Anderson Plaza

2438 W. Anderson Ln & Burnet Rd
Austin, Tx 78757 512.467.7676 800.677.1023
M-F: 10-7 Sat: 10-6 Sun: 1-5
Not responsible for typographical errors. While supplies last.
Prices subject to change without notice. See store for details.
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Fat White Family

1:10pm, Black staGe
Part fucked-up Jesus & Mary Chain, part beyondwasted Mark E. Smith, and all ragged-ass squatter in
rock & roll’s sub-basement, Fat White Family doesn’t
screw about when it comes to dicking around.
Homemade debut Champagne Holocaust can’t decide
if it’s punk, psychedelia, or simply noisy folk racket,
and that’s the way this South London gang likes it.
– Michael Toland

glassjaW

2pm, Black staGe
A hardcore act with an obvious soft spot, these
New Yorkers proved influential with their only two
full-lengths, 2000’s Everything You Ever Wanted to
Know About Silence and 2002’s Worship and
Tribute, which stood monumental to the
forthcoming emo-core tidal wave. Since then, the
quartet, fronted by well-ranged singer/screamer
Daryl Palumbo, has offered just two measly EPs, but
remains a solid live draw.
– Kevin Curtin

x san Fermin

2:30pm, OraNGe staGe
The project of Brooklyn composer Ellis LudwigLeone, San Fermin’s eponymous debut last year
exploded with intricate orchestration winding
between the countering vocal contributions of Allen
Tate and Lucius duo Jess Wolfe and Holly Laessig.
Ranging from the National’s dramatic pull to tight pop
beats and harmonies bursting against Sufjan-inspired
arrangements, San Fermin melds behind the rich
range of Ludwig-Leone’s vision.
– Doug Freeman

metZ

3pm, Black staGe
Toronto power trio Metz took indie rock
tastemakers by storm in 2012 with an eponymous Sub
Pop LP and a refreshingly uncomplicated noise rock
attack. Work on the follow-up began this fall, so for
now satisfy yourself with another one of the group’s
incendiary live explosions.
– Michael Toland

Gary NumaN 3:15pm, Blue stage
“There are still people trying to work out what a genius Gary
Numan is.”
That quote tops the current bio for said cold wave pioneer.
You might find its source – Prince – surprising. If all you know
of the London native is his clanking 1979 electro hit, “Cars,” be
advised his career ran well past that Top 10 hit.
Coinciding with a serious SXSW profile in March, heavy
industrial depression fest Splinter (Songs From a Broken Mind)
soundtracked someone’s nervous breakdown, possibly Numan’s.
Meanwhile, the list of the 56-year-old singer’s fans remains
impressive: Nine Inch Nails, Foo Fighters, Lady Gaga, Jack
White, Beck, and Kanye West – besides the diminutive
Minneapolitan genius. Not bad for an ex-punk rock opportunist.
“The Sex Pistols were all right,” allows Numan, almost
apologizing for his early Tubeway Army records. “But I never
really liked much of the other punk bands. Every record label

was signing punk bands, so I used it like the mercenary person I am.”
He chuckles. Then he winces over the robotic nature of the
dystopian electronic music which built his name.
“Never meant it to be robotic. That was due more to lack of
talent, I think,” he jokes. “I couldn’t afford the equipment. I
think I made three albums before I owned a synthesizer. I had
to rent them for the few days I had in the studio.”
Studio/equipment limitations thus created a sound that TV
ads and films have licensed on a semi-regular basis even as his
career’s waxed and waned commercially. Living in Los Angeles
with his wife and family these last few years, he’s grateful for a
loyal audience for his tours. That said, he’s forever puzzled
about his first blush of success, about which he laughs.
“People still talk about [1979 breakout] The Pleasure Principle
as a groundbreaking kinda thing!”
– Tim Stegall

He winces over the robotic nature of the dystopian electronic music which built his name.
“Never meant it to be robotic. That was due more to lack of talent, I think,” he jokes.
8
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mas ysa

Worth (DoWntoWn)
Mas Ysa’s story
would’ve been a lot
stranger a couple
years ago. New
York-from-Montreal
songwriter Thomas
Arsenault specializes in strident, homemade
electronic pop with an operatic R&B bent.
Live, he stands patiently over a whole mess
of gizmos, microphone in one hand, the
other feverishly keeping everything afloat. In
a world of Autre Ne Veut, Grimes, and Rhye,
that’s par for the course, but Mas Ysa spruces up his debut EP with some rocky drama.
Arsenault doesn’t have the greatest voice
in the world, but he showers the rinky-dink
synths of “Shame” with soul and eventually
you can’t help but be on his side. Same could
be said for “Why,” which chugs along with
cerebral, mid-tempo grace, like a power-ballad
rumbling out of a music box. The mechanics
are here, but Worth remains most memorable
for its enthusiasm. Arsenault clearly believes
in these songs, and sometimes that’s all the
momentum you need. (2:10pm, Blue stage)
HHH
– Luke Winkie

courtney
Barnett

the Double eP: A
SeA of SPlit PeAS
(house anxiety/
marathon artists)
Although cobbled
together from a pair of
EPs released in her native Australia, Courtney
Barnett’s stateside debut offers a seamless,
offhandedly poetic gem. With a deceptively
casual drawl and a dry, bemused lyrical wit,
Barnett mines infectious, free-flowing folkrock grooves, while spinning conversational,
slice-of-life anecdotes that might seem
ordinary if not for the playful verbal tangents
that lend an air of mystery and wonder to her
stream-of-consciousness rambles. That’s the

case with “Avant Gardener,” which turns its
singer’s ill-fated horticultural misadventures
into a compelling existential meditation, and
the breathlessly daydreamy “History Eraser.”
Yet Barnett is equally effective when she
ventures into more bittersweet territory on
the haunting “Anonymous Club” and stirring,
seven-minute “Porcelain.” Throughout Double
EP’s dozen tunes, Barnett’s quirks never feel
like affectations, and her distinctive sensibility and boundless imagination mark her as
a dazzlingly distinctive original. (3:35pm,
Orange stage)
HHHH
– Scott Schinder
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Iceage

PloWing into
the fielD of love
(mataDor)
The third album
from this youthful
Danish quartet trades
in the skeletal postpunk of 2011’s celebrated New Brigade for
scorched-earth spaghetti gothic. Allusions to
the Birthday Party abound as Iceage thunders
across the high desert of the soul, and you
can almost smell the toxic fragrance of cheap
liquor and stale cigarettes on Elias Bender
Rønnenfelt’s tortured, breathy vocal as he
slurs his way through half-cocked entreaties that would make Stanley Kowalski take
pause. Iceage flirts with pitched perfection
on “The Lord’s Favorite,” a raucous cowpoke
ramble that feigns gospel fealty against a
backdrop of sun-cracked debauchery. The
mood turns sour as “Glassy Eyed, Dormant
and Veiled” swells and recedes with the theatrical fury of spurned retribution. “Cimmerian
Shade” goes one better by pitting a jagged
guitar warble against Rønnenfelt’s retching
noises. All of which begs the question: How
do these early twentysomethings pull forth
the frayed, beleaguered mien of a middleaged cabaret wash-up? (4:05pm, Black
stage; FFF Nites: Fri., 12:30am, Holy
Mountain inside)
HHH
– Greg Beets

NOVEMBER 9, 2014

any time.

Presented by your
drinking buddies at

ROB FLAME SPOTLIGHT PERFORMANCE FOR KINGS OF AUSTIN SHOWCASE

THE RED EYE FLY

715 RED RIVER ST. AUSTIN TX 78701
DOORS OPEN AT 5PM. PRESALE TICKETS $10
(CONTACT K.D. AT 804-898-6106)

the New pornographers

brill bruiSerS (mataDor)
Experiencing the death of his mother
and then the birth of his first son, frontman Carl Newman welcomed a return to
this Canadian collective’s uptempo energy
on Brill Bruisers, the New Pornographers’
sixth LP. The opening title track instantly
redirects the subtle ebb of immediate
predecessors Challengers (2007) and
Together (2010), its brawny, sweeping
totality a musical submersion with little
respite. “Hi-Rise” totes a futuristic quality,
Newman divulging the band’s incorporation of iPad apps to enhance recording.
Neko Case-sung standout “Champions Of
Red Wine” levels the otherwise upbeat
13-track disc, before Destroyer frontman
Dan Bejar’s “War on the East Coast”
returns momentum upward – both tunes a
reminder of the supergroup’s devastating
skill. (5:55pm, Orange stage)
HHHH
– Neph Basedow

s a T u r d a y | C o n t i n u e d o n p.10
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x tinariWen

6:15pm, yellOw staGe
Godfathers of Malian desert blues, Tinariwen
twist a swirling mix of guitar hypnotism that
invokes the vast open space of the Sahara. Their
nomadic Tuareg people have been wandering
sands for centuries, but political upheaval
brought the Grammy-winning eightpiece to
California’s Joshua Tree to record sixth LP
Emmaar. Last month revealed the spectacular
outtakes, fireside jam sessions packaged as
Inside / Outside: Joshua Tree Acoustic Sessions.
– Thomas Fawcett

sick oF it all

6:30pm, Black staGe
You’d think hardcore bands would burn out/
fade away fast. Sick of It All approaches its 30th
year with no sign of slowing down. New LP The
Last Act of Defiance retains all the righteous fury of
classics Scratch the Surface and Blood, Sweat, and
No Tears. Those touchstones will be the heart of its
performance, as the band celebrates their 20th
and 25th anniversaries, respectively.
– Michael Toland

moDest mouse

8:30pm, OraNGe staGe
With no new releases since 2009 EP No One’s
First and You’re Next, the Washington state trio
has nevertheless remained festival circuit staples,
co-headlining Coachella and Hangout Fest in
addition to Saturday’s slot. Isaac Brock maintains
indie label Glacial Pace, on which the group
reissues a number of its early recordings this fall.
– Neph Basedow

girl talk

8:45pm, Blue staGe
Gregg Gillis’ Girl Talk has become something of
an institution here in Austin. The Pittsburgh mashup maestro seems to end up on the FFF bill every
year, and his heroic performance at UT’s Forty
Acres Fest left an indelible mark on every
millennial. He’s stepped away from his laptop
recently, instead opting to produce beats for
Philadelphia hardhead Freeway. – Luke Winkie
s a T u r d a y | C o n t i n u e d o n p.15
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First aid kit

StAy golD (columBia)
Swedish sisters Johanna and Klara Söderberg’s third LP and
first for a major label carries a slightly darker, more mature perspective than 2012 breakout The Lion’s Roar. Their Laurel Canyon
harmonies still beguile, and Stay Gold strikes a wide, thick vein of
polish and confidence. “I won’t take the easy road,” the sisters
declare in opener “My Silver Lining,” while the title track expands
on the Robert Frost poem for a beautiful, if weary, meditation.
Searching and want ripple throughout the album, from the easy
gallop of “Master Pretender” to slower country tinge “Cedar Lane,”
but the duo also echoes the defiant and assured power of Neko Case on songs like “Shattered
& Hollow” and “Waitress Song,” the former bursting above a sparse arrangement and latter
bolstered by vocals lingering in a high trembling harmony. Piano-and-strings-shaded closer
“A Long Time Ago” likewise caps with a longing memory but no regret, the Söderbergs’ eyes
steadily looking forward through the past. (7:10pm, Orange stage)
HHHH
– Doug Freeman

Nas

illmAtic XX (sony legacy)
No rapper has spun the success of a single project quite like
Nas has Illmatic, but then no rapper besides him has bottled hiphop perfection into a cold, calculated 39 minutes. The Demos,
Remixes & Live Radio half of Illmatic XX, the 20th-anniversary
celebration of the Queensbridge rapper’s seminal debut, deviates the right direction from its 10-year predecessor. Rather than
straight remixes, Nas delivers alternate takes, demos, and radio
freestyles. There’s a Stretch Armstrong and Bobbito-facilitated run
through “Memory Lane,” a truly primitive “N.Y. State of Mind,” and an even more smoothed
out take on “The World Is Yours.” The final package lies closer to the adolescent Nasir Jones
found on the cover of the iconic disc than the 41-year-old crafting the collection today. That’s
good. That’s the kid who lived the lives recounted on Illmatic. (7:15pm, Blue stage)
HHHHn
– Chase Hoffberger

yann tiersen

∞ (infinity) (mute)
French multi-instrumentalist Yann Tiersen remains bestknown for composing the whimsical, accordion-laden score and
soundtrack for 2001’s Amélie. That success led to other film work
(Good Bye Lenin!), yet Tiersen bristles at the composer label and
has eight studio albums to date. ∞ (Infinity) is ambitious and
experimental, not so much songs as scored moods and sketches
of dreams. “A Midsummer Evening” unfolds into indie pop orchestral cheer, but not before two and a half minutes of atmospheric
drone and glitchy found sounds. It’s emblematic, a hurdle to mount before every shot of dopamine. The closing recitation by Aidan Moffat of Arab Strap rumbles Scottish: “So let our atoms
melt together, let our nuclei converge.” On a disc exploding with ideas from ∞ (Infinity) to
beyond, the vastness of the universe is often invoked, but falling in love takes time.
(7:20pm, Yellow stage)
HHH
– Thomas Fawcett
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FEST GUIDE 2014
FFF Nites are FREE
with a valid FFF9
wristband ONLY!

SCHEDULES

No tickets sold at the door.

FRIDAY · NOVEMBER 7
11:00

AM

BLACK STAGE

BLUE STAGE

SATURDAY · NOVEMBER 8

ORANGE STAGE YELLOW STAGE

RIDE & SKATE

BLACK STAGE

BLUE STAGE

ORANGE STAGE YELLOW STAGE

COMMUNION
11:30 - 12:00

SOUNDFOUNDER
11:30 - 12:00

THE SOUR NOTES MASTER PANCAKE
11:30 - 12:10
11:30 - 12:10

RIDE & SKATE

OPENING CEREMONIES WITH IMMORTAL GUARDIAN'S SHRED SLED

12:00

PM

BREAKOUT
11:40-12:05
RADKEY
12:20 - 12:50

1:00

3:00

PALLBEARER
2:00 - 2:35

PM

SPIDER BAGS
12:10-12:40

“Drawing
for Fun”w/ INSPIRE
TIM KERR
DANA FALCONBERRY
PRO
1:00-1:40
GREETINGS, FROM 1:30 -2:30 WRESTLING
QUEER MOUNTAIN STEVE
1:00 1:20-1:50
OLSON'S
2:00
LIVE ACTION
"ART W/
BAT TLE RAP
KIDS"
1:50-2:20
KNAPSACK
1:30 -2:30
2:00-2:50
BAD EXAMPLE
PRO BMX WARMUP
2:20-3:00
2:00 - 3:00
RACHEL BLOOM
3:00-3:20

LUNICE
3:15-4:05

MINERAL
3:10-4:00

6:00

PM

7:00

PM

8:00

PM

9:00

PM

DEATH FROM
ABOVE 1979
6:35-7:35

RUN THE JEWELS
4:15-5:00

SUN KIL MOON
4:25-5:15

GINUWINE
5:15-5:50

3:45 4:45

JOHN WATERS
4:00-5:00

VOLCOM
PRO SKATE
DEMO
4:15 - 6:15

12:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

AM

BLACK STAGE

DINOSAUR JR.
7:00-8:00

2 CHAINZ
8:55-9:45

BLUE STAGE

THE DIGITAL WILD
11:30-11:55
PM

PM

PM

PM

PM

CROOKED BANGS
11:55-12:25

THE BOTS
12:45-1:25

IRON REAGAN
1:45-2:25

PISSED JEANS
2:45-3:30

DEAFHEAVEN
3:50-4:35

PM

“Drawing
ONE NIGHT STAND for Fun”w/
12:50 - 1:30
TIM KERR INSPIRE
PRO
1:30 -2:30
WRESTLING
JT HABERSAAT +
1:00 ALTERCATION PUNK STEVE
OLSON'S
2:00
COMEDY TOUR
"ART W/
1:30 - 2:10
KIDS"
JOE MANDE
1:30 -2:30
2:10 - 2:30
W KAMAU BELL PRO BMX WARMUP
2:00 - 3:00
2:30 - 3:00

KING TUFF
1:30 - 2:10

MAS YSA
2:10 - 2:50
SAN FERMIN
2:30 - 3:15

METZ
3:00 - 3:40

GARY NUMAN
3:15 - 4:05

ICEAGE
4:05 - 4:50

Z-TRIP
4:25 - 5:15

BLACK LIPS
5:15 - 6:00

JELLO BIAFRA
3:00 - 4:00

COURTNEY
BARNET T
3:35 - 4:20

PRO BMX DEMO
3:00 - 3:30
MEET&GREET VOLCOM

3:45 4:45

THE
PAINS OF BEING
PURE AT HEART
4:40 - 5:30

VOLCOM
PRO SKATE
DEMO
4:15 - 6:15

THE WORLD IS A
BEAUTIFUL PLACE AND I AM
NO LONGER AFRAID TO DIE

5:15 - 5:55

THE NEW
PORNOGRAPHERS
5:55 - 6:45

FIRST AID KIT
7:10 - 8:00

NAS
7:15 - 8:15

MAJICAL CLOUDZ
7:20-8:20

ACW

WRESTLING

FRED ARMISEN
4:00 - 5:00

SICK OF IT ALL
6:30 - 7:20

TINARIWEN
6:15 - 7:00

YANN TIERSEN
7:20 - 8:20

RAMP CLOSED
6:30 - 10:00

RAMP CLOSED
6:30 - 10:00
KING DIAMOND
8:05 - 9:45

ALT-J
8:30-9:45

3:30 4:00

GIRL TALK
8:45 - 9:45

MODEST MOUSE
8:30 - 9:45

CITIES AVIV
12:10-12:40

THE INTERNET
1:00-1:40

THUNDERCAT
2:00-2:40

ORANGE STAGE YELLOW STAGE

GOOD FIELD
11:30 - 12:10

RIDE & SKATE

THE NEW
MOVEMENT
11:30 - 12:00

OPEN
PASS THE MIC
SKATE/BMX
12:00 - 12:30
11:30 - 2:00
ROB GAGNON’S
THIS WILL
DESTROY YOU HALF HOUR COMEDY
12:30 - 1:00
“Drawing
12:30 - 1:10
for Fun”w/ INSPIRE
CHRIS CUBAS,
JAKE FLOREZM, TIM KERR
PRO
DOUG MELLARD 1:30 -2:30 WRESTLING
1:00 - 1:45
STEVE
1:00 GARDENS & VILLA
OLSON'S
2:00
1:30 - 2:10
"ART W/
AIR SEX
KIDS"
CHAMPIONSHIPS
1:30 -2:30
1:45 - 2:35
ANGEL OLSEN
2:30 - 3:15

CASHMERE CAT
3:00-3:45

RYAN HEMSWORTH
3:50-4:40

DOWNLOAD THE FREE

FOXYGEN
3:35 - 4:20

FREDDIE GIBBS
AND MADLIB
4:50-5:35

DUM DUM GIRLS
4:40 - 5:30

SKY FERREIRA
6:00-6:50

YO LA TENGO
5:55 - 6:45

HAR MAR
SUPERSTAR
2:35 - 3:15
JIMMY O. YANG
3:15 - 3:35
JONAH RAY
3:35 - 4:00
SILICON VALLEY
(KUMAIL NANJIANI
&THOMAS
MIDDLEDITCH)
4:00 - 5:00

SCOT T H. BIRAM
5:15 - 5:55

PRO BMX WARMUP
2:00 - 3:00

FEATURES INCLUDE:
Daily FFF Set Times

FFF9 APP

NITES Schedule
Spotify Integration
FFFoto Filter

FOR THE BEST
FEST EXPERIENCE

Custom Scheduler
Festival Maps
#FFFfest Instagram Feed
Taco Locator

THANKS TO OUR PARTNERS
ABSOLU T

SHINER

RED BULL

PRO BMX DEMO
3:00 - 3:30
MEET&GREET VOLCOM

3:30 4:00

ACW

WRESTLING

3:45 4:45

BLU ECIGS

VOLCOM

CAFÉ BUSTELO

VOLCOM
PRO SKATE
DEMO
4:15 - 6:15

PM

GORILLA BISCUITS
6:10-7:00

7:00

GLASSJAW
2:00 - 2:40

THE PRESETS
5:45 - 6:45

JULIANNA BARWICK
6:15-7:00

YELLE
6:15-7:05

REPUTANTE
12:30 - 1:10

ASTR
1:10 - 1:50

OPEN
SKATE/BMX
11:30 - 2:00

PART 2
12:10 - 12:50

PM

HOT WATER MUSIC
5:00-5:45

6:00

FAT WHITE FAMILY
1:10 - 1:40

CIT Y AND COLOUR
5:40-6:30

SUNDAY · NOVEMBER 9
11:00

ZORCH
12:10 - 12:50

TWIN PEAKS
12:20 - 12:50

NEIL HAMBURGER MEET&GREET VOLCOM
3:30 3:20-4:00
4:00
ACW

WILDCAT! WILDCAT!
5:15-5:55

ATMOSPHERE
7:35-8:25

JUDAS PRIEST
8:10-945

PRO BMX DEMO
3:00 - 3:30

WRESTLING

PM

THE BLOOD
BROTHERS
5:15-6:05

SURE THING
11:50-12:50

OPEN
SKATE/BMX
11:30 - 2:00

FFF TALKS
12:50-1:20

PM

AMON AMARTH
4:00-4:50

10:00

SZA
2:15-2:55

TBD
11:30-11:55

JELLO BIAFRA AND
THE GUANTANAMO
2:55 - 3:40

5:00

SOHN
1:20-1:55

PM

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

4:00

JACUZZI
12:25-1:00

PM

PEELANDER-Z
1:10 - 1:40

2:00

BLUE, THE MISFIT.
11:45-12:15

CHELSEA WOLFE
6:15 - 7:00

LUDEN'S

S E A G AT E

HOSTESS

KIND

PM
®

8:00

PM

9:00

PM

10:00

PM

12

ROCKET FROM
THE CRYPT
7:25-8:15

MURDER
CIT Y DEVILS
8:45-9:45

FLYING LOTUS
7:25-8:15

FAILURE
7:10 - 8:00

J MASCIS
7:20 - 8:20
RAMP CLOSED
6:30 - 10:00

WIZ KHALIFA
8:45-9:45

NEUTRAL
MILK HOTEL
8:30 - 9:45

THANKS TO OUR MEDIA PARTNERS
CITYGRAM MAGAZINE
CMJ
DALLAS OBSERVER
DO512

FLOOD MAGAZINE
FREE PRESS HOUSTON
HOUSTON PRESS
KUTX

REFINERY 29
SAN ANTONIO CURRENT
THE AUSTIN CHRONICLE
THE DAILY DOT
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AUDITORIUM SHORES
800 W Riverside Dr.
Austin, TX 78704

BOX OFFICE

®

BOX OFFICE

*BLUE
STAGE

NOV 6

12:00pm - 12:00am

BEER GARDEN

CLAW MACHINE

*SWAP
BLACK STAGE ON

NOV 7 - 9

FRIDAY

Will Call / Guest Services /
Lost + Found

10:00am - 10:00pm

ENTRANCE

EXI

GALLERY

T

WRESTLING
RING

*BLACK
STAGE

RIDE &
SKATE

*SWAP
BLUE STAGE ON

FRIDAY

USP

W

.R
IV
ER
SI
DE

DR

VE
HI
CU
L A CL
R OS
AC E
TI D T
VI O
TY

USP
ENTRANCE

FOOD

BIKE
VILLAGE

ORANGE
STAGE

Corner of
Riverside Dr & S. 1st

YELLOW
STAGE

MAP LEGEND

FOOD

VENDORS

Restrooms

Box Office

Bars

Way Finder

Food Court
Flatstock

Foto Booth
Access Center

Merch

Bicycle Parking

Vendors

South Austin
Country Club

Medical
Make Out Spot

PALMER EVENTS
CENTER

RETAIL

FOOD

Austin Facial
Hair Club

Austin’s Pizza
Bananarchy
Black Sheep
Lodge + Haymaker

USP Area

Hatbox
Ornamental Things
Peoples Rx

Burro Cheese
Kitchen

Prototype
Vintage Design

Cazamance
Chi’Lantro
Frank
JuiceLand
Mighty Bird
Skull & Cakebones
Tamale House East

FLATSTOCK
Boss Construction
Chad Lundberg
The Decoder Ring
Farley Bookout
Industry Print Shop
Kollective Fusion

Renaissance
Recordings

Lil Tuffy

STRUT

Mexican
Chocolate Design

Weekend Warrior

Kebabalicious

USP Bar

FAN COMMENTS

Wholesome
Mama P’s
Grinding Co.

The Salt Lick

USP FOOD

Tiff’s Treats

Cold Ones Pops

Vegan Yacht

Coté Catering

Whole Foods
Market

Oyama

Mark Pedini

FFF fest makes me feel like a thousand
punches to the face, but in a really good way. @ponchis_g [Twitter]

I think @funfunfunfest will end up being my
last weekend alive. - @jonahray (playing yellow
stage) [Instagram]

OH MY GOD JUDAS PRIEEEEST IMA CRY
- @godisburtreynolds [Instagram]

Hell yeah, I love Fun Fun Fun Fest... Judas
Priest! - Blake Anderson (Workaholics)

There is a taco cannon. I repeat, THERE IS A
TACO CANNON. - Julia Cole [Facebook]

It's some kind of trip to still go to fff nites
when you're beyond wasted. So I've heard... ?
- Christopher J Hernadez [Facebook]

I look forward to winter because of
@funfunfunfest the same way white girls look
forward to winter because of pumpkin spice @BeardMeetsWorld [Twitter]
#FFFFaithful - @culturaldeviant [Instagram]
This fest changed my life exponentially for the
better. - @meowgopurr [Twitter]
@funfunfunfest we had to tell @Ginuwine
we're playing at the same time. He's
inconsolable. - @1900USANAILS (Blood
Brothers) [Twitter]
enjoyment, entertainment, amusement,
pleasure, jollification, merrymaking,
recreation, diversion, leisure, relaxation, a
good time, a great time, informal rest and
recreation. #funfunfunfest #cantwait
- @jeshcalynn [Instagram]

I’m going to rage so hard and I’ll try not to cry
- @rarewolfclub [Instagram]
Got the whole weekend off for @funfunfunfest
plus the following Monday to recover. #turnt @destinynikcole [Twitter]
Amon Amarth, Wiz Khalifa and City & Colour
on one festival. Now I've seen it all. - Max
Wijite [Facebook]
Coming from Michigan for this. I FINALLY GET
TO SEE MODEST MOUSE! Thank you FFF Fest <3
- @pleaseremaincalm [Instagram]
YESSSSSSSSS!!!!! I LOVE YOU SO DAMN MUCH
FFF! - Evan Camp [Facebook]
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FEST GUIDE 2014

THE ULTIMATE SMOOTH PASS

r
e
h
t
o
o
m
St h a n e v e r
USP PASSES ON SALE NOW (or) UPGRADE
YOUR PURCHASED PASSES TO USP
at the fest

FUNFUNFUNFEST.COM
FE A TURE S INCLUDE :
DEDICATED BARS IN THE USP ZONE PROVIDING CRAFT BEERS AND SPECIALTY COCKTAILS WITH SHORTER LINES AND REMOTE VENDING • PRIVATE USP BIERGARTEN • LARGE
VIEWING AREAS AT THE FRONT OF ALL STAGES • SATELLITE BARS AT EACH STAGE TO REPLENISH YOUR CUP • ACCESS TO AIR-CONDITIONED EXECUTIVE RESTROOMS • PREMIUM,
UNIQUE, AND LOCAL FOOD OPTIONS • CELL PHONE CHARGING STATIONS • DEDICATED AND EXPEDITED FESTIVAL ENTRANCE • PRIORITY ACCESS TO NITES SHOWS, BARRING
VENUE CAPACITY • STAFFED BAGGAGE CONCIERGE • FREE WATER • LIMITED EDITION FUN FUN FUN FEST 7” (WITH LIVE PERFROMANCES FROM FFF9)

14
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FFF NItes: saturday (Free wIth FFF wrIstBaNd)
cass mccombs

big Wheel AnD otherS
(Domino)
Gentle outlaw Cass
McCombs luxuriates in
sunlit California landscapes, weaving offbeat
tales of carousing and
yearning on Big Wheel
and Others. Running a languid 85 minutes, his
seventh studio album – a double – sifts through
the dust of the Old West anchored by Dan Iead’s
whining steel guitar (“Angel Blood,” “Everything
Has to Be Just-So”), and grounded in the earthy
percussion of Parker Kindred. On the title cut,
McCombs’ acoustic guitar uptempos through Left
Coast truck-stop restlessness, pausing just long
enough to reference the hymn “Peace in the
Valley.” As ever, the hero here is the singer’s
golden voice, equal parts Dire Straits’ Mark
Knopfler and the Shins’ James Mercer. The deep
groove on “The Burning of the Temple, 2012”
with Kevin Bouley on sax gives way to blissful
“Brighter,” reimagined on the second disc by late
Easy Rider actress Karen Black. Held together by
three guitarists – McCombs, Sleepy Doug Shaw,
and Mike Bones – “Unearthed” closes Big Wheel
on a turbulent note, precious calm before another storm. (9:45pm, ACL Live at the Moody
Theater)
HHHH
– Nina Hernandez

the pains of Being pure at heart

DAyS of AbAnDon (yeBo)
Trailing two solid, albeit similar albums, these New York
shoegazers’ third LP deviates from its predecessors just
enough to prevent pigeonholing. A cleaner, clearer output
compared to their self-titled 2009 debut, the quick, 37-minute Days of Abandon maintains the band’s ethereal noisepop, but clears the haze with new straightforwardness and
less fuzz (dreamy “Beautiful You” guitar tones delightfully
echo Lush’s). A recent lineup shuffle adds A Sunny Day in Glasgow’s Jen Goma to
the vocal mix in time to distinguish bouncy “Kelly” from a mislaid Smiths song, hers
a comparatively confident delivery next to former soft-sung keyboardist/singer Peggy
Wang. While missing the reverbed recklessness of early Pains tracks like “Come
Saturday,” Abandon proves leader Kip Berman can mature while maintaining his
songs’ finer attributes. (10pm, Mohawk outside)
HHHHn
– Neph Basedow

purling hiss WeirDon (Drag city)

Purling Hiss continues its evolution from wild animal pyrotechnics to shaggy-dog pop on its fifth album Weirdon.
“Learning Slowly,” “I Don’t Wanna Be a ...,” and “Where’s
Sweetboy” bend the band’s usual power trio dynamics to
the will of leader Mike Polizze’s tuneful ambitions while still
leaving room for his six-string explosions. “Aging Faces,”
“Airwaves,” and “Another Silvermoon” explore jangle pop by
letting winsome melodies do the arm-twisting. “Running
Through My Dreams” and the oddly titled “Reptili-a-Genda” sound like lost Sixties
relics from a superstar band’s acoustic sessions. Polizze lets his lyricism do the
talking, even as he doesn’t stint on fancy fingerings. Like the Brian Jonestown
Massacre playing the Dinosaur Jr. songbook, Purling Hiss digs deep into the concept
of ragged but right. (11:45pm, Beerland)
HHH
– Michael Toland

atX NItes

the mIdGetmeN
(thu., 10:45Pm,
hotel vegAS)
Fun-loving fourpiece
equally reminiscent
of Dinosaur Jr. and
Fidlar.

the GOldeN BOys
(thu., 11:30Pm,
hotel vegAS)
Spirited guitar rock
outfit with four lead
singers so four times
as many great songs.

heavy metal NItes

survIve
(fri., 10:30Pm,
holy mountAin
inSiDe)
The flagship band of
Austin’s experimental
synth scene.

By kevIN curtIN

resIdual kId
(fri., 10:45Pm, PAriSh)
Grunged-out teenage noisepunk trio who brutalize their
instruments.
q rIverBOat GamBlers
(SAt., 10:15Pm,
reD 7 outSiDe)
Melodic punk vets known for
live-wire performances
where frontman Mike Wiebe
invariably endangers himself.
the OctOpus prOject
(SAt., 11Pm,
cheer uP chArlie’S)
Eccentric experimenters
replete with theremin,

electric guitars, and
electro pixilation.
eaGle claw
(SAt., 11:45Pm, elySium)
Instrumental metal crushers.
OBN IIIs
(SAt., 12:45Am, beerlAnD)
Orville Bateman Neeley III’s
hard rockers recall a mixture
of BÖC and Sonic’s
Rendezvous Band.
ssleeperhOld
(Sun., 10:30Pm, holy
mountAin inSiDe)
Dark, jarring electronic
experimentalism from bass
addict José Cola.

By mIchael tOlaNd

the cutthrOats 9
(thu., 12:15Am, beerlAnD)
Unsane leader Chris Spencer soaks in blues doom
on this year’s Dissent.
BIBlIcal (fri., 10:45Pm, beerlAnD)
Reverb-drenched heavy rock from the psychedelic
part of Toronto.
r veNOmOus maXImus
(fri., 10Pm, elySium)
So good it was released twice, Beg Upon the Light
puts this Houston quartet in the black light its
occult metal deserves.

whOres (fri., 10:45Pm, elySium)
Clean, the debut from Atlanta power trio Whores,
sirens ear-damaged fans who wish Unsane had a
bit more grrrunge.
vattNet vIskar (SAt., 10:45Pm, elySium)
Sans the baggage of Liturgy or Deafheaven, New
Hampshire’s Vattnet Viskar emerges as the great
USBM hope on Sky Swallower.
pOwer trIp (SAt., 10:45Pm, north Door)
Chronic thrashaholics Power Trip blasted out of
Dallas last year with Manifest Decimation.
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Angel Olsen
2:30pm, Orange stage
“I’ve always felt like an old lady,” admits Angel Olsen. “When I encounter certain situations, I ask myself, ‘How would my mom have dealt with
this at her age?’ I’ve always carried that ‘old-fashioned’ vibe with me.”
Credit the St. Louis-born singer’s adoptive parents, now in their 70s and
80s. Her work ethic’s similarly old-school; the 27-year-old songstress estimates that by year’s end she’ll have played 140 shows.
That trumps last year’s tally by more than double. Heightened demand
arrives via her enchanting second album, February’s Burn Your Fire for
No Witness. With a haunting, Patsy Cline-meets-Grace Slick voice, the
former Bonnie “Prince” Billy backup singer debuted this year to the festival circuit.
“Until recently, I’d never had offers, but this year I’ve played several,”
she says. “It’s weird to see what one album, and one year, can do.”
A month after the release of Fire,
her festival year began with South by
Southwest gigs at Mohawk and Central
Presbyterian Church, fronting a band.
“My group is intimate, but we bring
a lot of loudness, too. Playing outdoor
fests requires some creativity.”
Nonetheless,
Olsen
considers
stripped-down sets her best suit (“I’m
not trying to be U2 or anything.”) and
thus looks forward to taking some
time out to reflect on her next album.
“I want to make music that I care about. There’s pressure in the industry to do things at a certain time, so people stay interested – but that’s all
crap. If what you’re producing is interesting, people will pay attention.”
Whatever communing needs to occur before her next release will happen in Asheville, N.C., where she moved last fall after having spent seven
years in Chicago.
“[Asheville] forces you to slow down,” she says. “It’s been a crazy year,
but I just want to work hard, and have fun. Because, you never know ...
this could be it.”
– Neph Basedow

With a haunting,
Patsy Cline-meetsGrace Slick voice, the
former Bonnie “Prince”
Billy backup singer
debuted this year to
the festival circuit.

cities aviv

12:10pm, Blue stAge
Cities Aviv is the patron saint of
weirdo rappers. A Memphis lifer
committed to the underground circuit
either by his own prerogative or the
general lack of mainstream interest
in echoing, broken-keyboard beats
and molasses flow, he’s certainly the
only rapper who’d spend an entire
track shouting “We turn into dust,
dissolve into dust, wake up and the
world is yours.”
– Luke Winkie

q the internet

1pm, Blue stAge
Performing neo-soul with tinges of
trip-hop and acid jazz, L.A.’s the
Internet operates autonomously from
the rest of Odd Future’s rap-punk
aesthetic – at least in performance.
Vocalist Syd the Kyd projects a freshfaced appeal, while her improving
lyrics suggest a young woman with
mature experiences.
– Kahron Spearman
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thunDercat

Deafheaven

2pm, Blue stAge
A supernatural bassist for almost any
occasion, Thundercat earned his stripes in
the metal band Suicidal Tendencies. He’s
found a tenable middle ground that
enables him to shift his pitch from
crossover thrash to the neo-soul of Erykah
Badu, and hyperkinetic Flying Lotus. He
garnered critical acclaim with his second
LP Apocalypse, tribute to pianist and
friend Austin Peralta. – Kahron Spearman

3:50pm, BlAck stAge
In 2013, Deafheaven released Sunbather,
one of the most polarizing LPs in metal
underground history. While the San Fran
band’s blend of melancholy shoegaze and
savage black metal earned a lot of praise, it
garnered the quintet an equal amount of
scorn. New Adult Swim single “From the
Kettle Onto the Coil” leans less epic and
more brutish.
– Michael Toland

fOxygen

4:40pm, OrAnge stAge
On Dum Dum Girls’ current Sub Pop
album Too True, leader Dee Dee Penny
abandons her band’s former mix of
infectious pop and garage primitivism in
favor of chilly production that often blunts
the effectiveness of her gloriously crafted
tunes, emotionally resonant lyrics, and
authoritative voice. The material packs
considerably more punch onstage, where
Penny’s live crew delivers it with less
precision and more soul. – Scott Schinder

3:35pm, OrAnge stAge
Foxygen tanked at ACL Fest’s first
weekend last year with a short, shambolic
daytime set full of between-song non
sequiturs that left the audience wondering
if someone was giving away free Xanax
backstage. That train-wreck
notwithstanding, Sam France and
Jonathan Rado remain impressive
psychedelic rock song sculptors, a trick
repeated on recent LP ...And Star Power.
– Kevin Curtin
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Dum Dum girls

this Will Destroy You

Another LAnguAge (suiciDe squeeze)
The story of This Will Destroy You, as it is
with so many bands, is one of refinement,
rather than development. Thus, Another
Language, studio follow-up to 2013 overview Live in Reykjavik, Iceland, finds the
San Marcos quartet continuing to hone its
established aesthetic. Less dissonant than
Explosions in the Sky or heavy as Mogwai,
TWDY prefers uplifting melodies powered by
widescreen dynamics, with an orchestral feel
that bespeaks careful attention paid to the
sonic impact of the arrangements. You might
find yourself wishing the band’s music would
spiral hellward at least once, but when the
quartet hits its mark – burly “War Prayer,”
dramatic “Invitation,” and majestic “New
Topia” – it hits hard, stirring emotions like
the soundtrack composers with whom the
band should be competing in the first place.
(12:30pm, Orange stage)
HHH
– Michael Toland

gardens & Villa

Dunes (secretly canaDian)
After a three-year layoff, Santa Barbara
quintet Gardens & Villa return with sophomore effort Dunes, 39 minutes of frontman
Chris Lynch’s airy vocals wrapped in a haze of
synth. He enchants with a smattering of flute
interludes, juxtaposing technology and nature
on the astral “Chrysanthemums.” Hypnotizing
beats (“Purple Mesas”) jump-start nerve endings, “Avalanche” winks at disco, and Lynch’s
delicate falsetto steals the show. The muted
intro to “Minnesota” serves as a momentary
reprieve from the mounds of bubbly electronics, helping the crew avoid overdose.
They’ve clearly outgrown the indie rock of
their eponymous 2011 debut, dialing up the
grooves and down the strum. Dunes ends on
“Love Theme,” trapping the built-up energy
and releasing it in a wordless electro musing.
(1:30pm, Orange stage)
HHH
– Nina Hernandez
S u n d a y | C o n t i n u e d o n p.18

Mobile? h
Sooare
u s ewe!a Take
d us with you.
austinchronicle.com/m

20% off any finley’s service
with fun fun fun fest wristband
qrstuvwx

Expires: 11/21/2014.
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punk punk punk BY tIm stegAll
rADkeY (fri., 12:20Pm, BLAck stAge)
Missouri bros on a “quest to help save the world
from Nickelback” by assuming Bad Brains’ power
thrash mantle.
knApsAck (fri., 2Pm, orAnge stAge)
Onetime UC Davis pledges that bridge Fugazi and
the Descendents.
tWIn peAks
(sAt., 12:20Pm, BLAck stAge)
Twentysomething Chicago garageniks nostalgic for
the Strokes’ Is This It. New LP Wild Onion won a
rave in Rolling Stone.
BlAck lIps
(sAt., 5:15Pm, BLAck stAge)
Atlanta garage hooligans jammed with Boy George
on a T. Rex cover and hit the Billboard 200 with
Underneath the Rainbow.
tHe BOts
(sun., 12:45Pm, BLAck stAge)
L.A. grunge brothers Mikaiah and Anaiah Lei serve
new LP Pink Palms, co-produced by the Yeah Yeah
Yeahs’ Nick Zinner.

pIsseD JeAns
(sun., 2:45Pm, BLAck stAge)
Sub Pop signees from Allentown, Pa., whose
splattercore Shallow and Throbbing Organ evoke
vintage Black Flag.
HOt WAter musIc
(sun., 5Pm, BLAck stAge)
Gainesville, Fla., post-hardcore outfit whose most
recent studio set remains 2012’s Exister.
gOrIllA BIscuIts
(sun., 6:10Pm, BLAck stAge)
Walter Schreifels returns to his classic NYHC outfit,
who haven’t issued a note since 1989’s Start Today.
r rOcket FrOm tHe crYpt
(sun., 7:25Pm, BLAck stAge)
Nineties San Diego garage vets who brought horns
and snazzy outfits to vicious punk rock.
murDer cItY DeVIls
(sun., 8:45Pm, BLAck stAge)
Late Nineties, organ-driven scream punks from
Seattle, who issued their first set of originals, The
White Ghost Has Blood on Its Hands Again, in August.

Iron reagan

Har mar superstar

the tyrAnny of WiLL (relapse)
Reigning clown prince of metal, Iron
Reagan collides members of Municipal
Waste, Mammoth Grinder, and Cannabis
Corpse into a thrashcore party. Sophomore
grenade The Tyranny of Will shrapnels 24
songs in 31 minutes, and not just quickand-dirty snippets, either. Whether politically charged (“Exit the Game,” “In Greed
We Trust,” “Class Holes”) or just pissed
off (“Bleeding Frenzy,” “Miserable Failure,”
“Obsolete Man”), the quintet spits out riffs,
bridges, verses, and choruses like any pop
star – just twice as fast and five times as
brutish. There are a few 10-second temper
tantrums – chief among them the heartfelt
“Your Kid’s an Asshole” – but Iron Reagan’s
genius remains injecting angel dust into
songs you’ll sing along to even after they
whip your ass. Four more years! (1:45pm,
Black stage)
HHHHn
– Michael Toland
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Bye Bye 17 (cult recOrDs)
“Lady, you shot me!” Sam Cooke’s final
words when Bertha Franklin unloaded the
fatal rounds into his chest are the opening sob of Minneapolis’ second least likely
sex symbol. Tagged too long as a novelty
act – just because he sometimes tucks his
chubby physique into a thong – now Sean
Tillman deliciously and shamelessly embraces
his Motown passions. Label boss Julian
Casablancas lends fellow Stroke Fabrizio
Moretti to add an NYC disco rat-a-tat to
“Prisoner,” then “Everywhere I’m Local” creates psychedelic doo-wop, its cosmic keys and
boop-beeps swirling over Archies-style teen
pain. Lovesick “WWW” could pass as a deep
cut from the Animal House soundtrack – another soul homage created by tubby white boys
– and it’s where Har Mar becomes the new
John Belushi. “Power Lunch,” from 2002’s You
Can Feel Me, remains a sleazegrind Har Mar
classic, his samurai delicatessen sketch of
pure perverted perfection. Here, as when Jake
Blues takes his shades off, you’ll fall for his
soulful charms. (2:35pm, Yellow stage; FFF
Nites: Sat., 12:15am, Hotel Vegas)
HHH
– Richard Whittaker

Freddie gibbs
& madlib

PiñAtA (maDlib invaziOn)
In many ways, Madlib and Freddie Gibbs
represent the odd couple. Madlib, the crazy
chemist who’s made a career of hip-hop
experimentalism, crafts crunchy beats from
jazz loops and dusty soul samples. Freddie
Gibbs slangs lyrical dope, offering a glimpse
into the desperate and desolate street life
of his native Gary, Indiana. There’s no doubt
that the reality rapper with “an ice maker for
a heart” is steady “Thuggin’,” but Gangsta
Gibbs can also ride any track the Beat
Konducta throws at him. It’s not merely his
voice that earns Tupac comparisons; dude
can spit. Now based in L.A., Gibbs shows Cali
love on “Lakers” and fires near-fatal shots
at former label boss Young Jeezy on “Real”
(“The world ain’t big enough for both of us/
Batter up, now you pussy niggas gettin’
fucked”), while a pile of guests from veteran
kingpins (Scarface, Raekwon) and upstarts
(Earl Sweatshirt, Danny Brown, Ab-Soul) pummel the Piñata. (4:50pm, Blue stage)
HHHHn
– Thomas Fawcett
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J mascis

tieD to A stAr (sub pOp)
A departure from his pulverizing guitar
blasts in Dinosaur Jr., J Mascis’ predominantly acoustic sophomore LP contrasts in
soft simplicity. Unrushed, with fragile folk fingerpicking, Tied to a Star is also unconfined,
the shred deity still shaking off electrifying
riffs at his discretion, as on “Trailing Off” and
the buoyant “Every Morning.” A hushed duet
with Chan Marshall, “Wide Awake” shines
brightest on her smoky whir. Since comparisons are inevitable, what’s missing is the
hard/soft polarity present in Dino albums;
alongside the trio’s cranked volume and skullsplitting solos, Mascis’ vocals rarely exceed a
reserved croak, creating a workable emotive
dichotomy. Akin to Doug Martsch’s 2002 solo
debut, Mascis’ side work remains foreign in
its acoustic aesthetic, but like the Built to
Spill frontman’s Now You Know, celebrates its
songwriter’s new stylistic terrain. (7:20pm,
Yellow stage)
HHH
– Neph Basedow

yO la tengO

5:55pm, OrAnge stAge
Founding YLT couple Ira Kaplan and Georgia
Hubley recently celebrated the band’s impending
30th anniversary by fleeing their rapidly
gentrifying home base of Hoboken, N.J. Still
present is the lyrical, experimental, dream-pop
trio’s pivotal 1993 LP Painful, which gets expanded
reissue treatment next month. Don’t be surprised
if their FFF set includes Painful-era classics “Big
Day Coming” and “Sudden Organ.”
– Scott Schinder

sky ferreira

6pm, Blue stAge
Venice Beach phenom hit the mainstream with
2013 debut Night Time, My Time, clawing her way
up from posting demos to MySpace to sharing bills
with the titans of her generation. Sidelined with a
vocal cord hemorrhage late last year, she fought
her way back to join Miley Cyrus’ Bangerz tour in
February, finally delivering the translucent vocals
dusted in drowsy synth-pop she’s cultivated since
she was a teen.
– Nina Hernandez

q chelsea WOlfe

6:15pm, YellOW stAge
From a foundation of gothic bleakness, this
northern California native weaves a stylistic web
incorporating elements of ambient, dark metal, no
wave, and broke-down folk. Wolfe’s fourth LP,
Pain Is Beauty, reveals eclectic contemplation
punctuated by theatrical, echo-sodden vocals.
“Destruction Makes the World Burn Brighter”
offsets the album’s downcast tenor by welding
Nietzsche to a slurred surf beat.
– Greg Beets

failure

7:10pm, OrAnge stAge
Failure took the grunge melodies of its Nineties
contemporaries and gave them a psychedelic
sheen on Fantastic Planet. The L.A. trio never quite
took off during its original lifespan, despite
frequent tours and collaborations with Tool. The
reunited band sounds rejuvenated on new tunes
“The Focus” and “Come Crashing,” indicating its
first LP in 18 years will be a doozy.
– Michael Toland

neutral milk hOtel

Flying lotus you’re DeAD (Warp)

Almost completely eschewing typical beat-heavy production for an organic experience, You’re Dead represents an
affecting, transformative experience from L.A.’s Steven
Ellison into multiple levels of existential “crossover.” You’re
Dead begs complete listens as a whole, with tracks just long
enough to capture particular thoughts before you’re pushed
onward. From commencement, this progressive fusion, his
fifth, requires stretching into a vortex going inward, outward,
and onward. The kinetic “Tesla” pulsates bursts of electricity with the assistance of idol/pioneer Herbie Hancock.
Just so there’s no misunderstanding, Ellison opts for full-on
jazz-rock breaks on “Cold Dead,” including shadowy vocals and overcast guitars. The beat-driven
“Obligatory Cadence” satisfies those clamoring for previous work, while accomplishing much
more. It’s a metaphorical shedding of self, perhaps a ridding of Flying Lotus as previously constructed. The producer reaches atonement and catharsis on “The Protest,” verbalizing the theme:
“We will live on forever.” (7:25pm, Blue stage)
HHHH
– Kahron Spearman

8:30pm, OrAnge stAge
Though its cult following and indie influence
only continued to expand after disbanding in 1999,
Neutral Milk Hotel remained an unlikely reunion
given Jeff Mangum’s notorious reclusiveness. Yet
as last year’s tour proved, the seminal Athens, Ga.,
outfit still resonates beyond the nostalgia with an
unexpected joy and playfulness that’s echoed by
the reconvened Elephant 6 all-star backing.
– Doug Freeman

Wiz khalifa

8:45pm, Blue stAge
Hip-hop’s cheeriest stoner delivers the same
calculated flow on fifth LP Blacc Hollywood,
peppered with select guest spots from veteran
Memphis MC Juicy J and BET’s pick for female hiphop artist of the year, Nicki Minaj. The rapper’s
very public split from wife Amber Rose (and
subsequently dying his dreads purple)
momentarily overshadowed, but Khalifa still has
“Hope.” And Ty Dolla $ign.
– Nina Hernandez
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Kumail
Nanjiani

COMEDY SPEED DATING
by Scott Schinder
Fun Fun Fun Fest’s 2014 comedy roster offers a respectable, if overly male, sampling of
notable alt-yuksters. Although not overflowing with marquee names, the lineup offers notable
talent and distinctive voices.

Fred ArmiSen

Mobile? So are we! Take us with you.
austinchronicle.com/m
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FrIDAY 3:20PM YEllOw STAGE
FrIDAY 12MID ThE NOrTh DOOr
Tireless anti-comedy warrior Neil Hamburger, the
alter ego of fanzine editor, Amarillo Records founder,
and Zip Code Rapists lead singer Gregg Turkington,
puts on a flop-sweat-soaked act that’s been provoking
and perplexing indie rock audiences for over 20 years.

W. KAmAu bell

SuNDAY 4:30PM YEllOw STAGE
Silicon Valley cast member Thomas Middleditch is a
UCB veteran who’s amassed acting credits in projects
ranging from TV’s The Office to Martin Scorsese’s The
Wolf of Wall Street, as well as a variety of alternate
personae that crop up in his stand-up act.

SATurDAY 2:30PM YEllOw STAGE
W. Kamau Bell balances keen political insight and
sharp social consciousness with performing skills
honed during years on the San Francisco stand-up
scene. Although his boundary-bruising FX show
Totally Biased With W. Kamau Bell got canceled after
two abbreviated seasons, Bell remains a most
entertaining truth sayer.

chriS cubAS

FrIDAY 12MID ThE NEw MOvEMENT
SuNDAY 1PM YEllOw STAGE
Representing Austin’s own fertile comedy scene is
reliable stand-up Chris Cubas, along with celebrated
improv/sketch collective the New Movement, which
has been known to turn festival grounds into an
impromptu performance space.

rob GAGnon’S one hour
comedy FeStivAl

SHOWS

(512)832-8858

Send your questions to
luvdoc@austinchronicle.com
austinchronicle.com/luvdoc

neil hAmburGer

SATurDAY 4PM YEllOw STAGE
The biggest name here is undoubtedly Fred Armisen.
Now famous for Portlandia and Saturday Night Live, the
Mississippi native gave Austin a sneak preview of his
comic sensibility during SXSW 1998 when he shot a
series of faux interview clips that remain YouTube faves.
Known more for sketch work than stand-up, Armisen’s
a master at seizing the moment.

SuNDAY 12:30PM YEllOw STAGE
One of FFF’s most intriguing prospects is Rob
Gagnon’s One Hour Comedy Festival, which promises
to pack an entire comedy fest into a single set, the
host channeling such favorites as Stoner Comic and
Some Asshole With a Puppet.
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thomAS middleditch

KumAil nAnjiAni

SATurDAY 11PM ThE NEw MOvEMENT
SuNDAY 4PM YEllOw STAGE
Pakistani-born Kumail Nanjiani remains one of the
sharpest and most visible products of the booming
L.A. nerd comedy community. He’s had considerable
success as an actor and currently co-stars on Mike
Judge’s HBO sitcom Silicon Valley and hosts podcasts
The Indoor Kids and The X-Files Files, but it’s on standup stages that Nanjiani’s really in his element.

jonAh rAy

SATurDAY 12MID ThE NEw MOvEMENT
SuNDAY 3:35PM YEllOw STAGE
Jonah Ray co-hosts Comedy Central’s The Meltdown
with Kumail Nanjiani, co-hosts Chris Hardwick’s
influential Nerdist podcast, and recently played an
über snarky record store clerk on Marc Maron’s
eponymous IFC sitcom. And yet, he’s at his most
compelling when interacting with a live audience.

On November 15, 1994, KVRX
began broadcasting over FM radio.
After bringing you none of
the hits for two decades, our
transmitter is due for replacement.
We’re kicking off the
next
20
years
of
student
radio in Austin with a benefit
concert and fundraising drive!

Saturday, November 15 in Studio 6A

+ Special Guest (TBA)
VIP tickets come with a T-shirt
plus food & drink

for supporting KVRX, student
radio for Austin!

kvrx.org/kvrxfm20
for more information

CMA

Whitis

Dean Keeton

CMB

visit

BMC
Guadalupe

Thanks to our sponsors

HSM
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• Ride all weekend with faster checkout on
a single access pass.
• Only available at Austin.Bcycle.com.

31st

Hell Bent For Brisket

30th

Match the FFF perForMer with the Food vendor

o

The Fun Fun Fun Fest schedule is packed with can’t-miss acts, but sometimes you have to make
a decision. While we can’t help you choose between Rocket From the Crypt and Flying Lotus, we
do know where you should eat. With our handy matching game, all you need to do is pick whether you want to burn the calories off by headbanging, twerking, or moshing.
– Brandon Watson
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28th 1/2

1. Tiff’s Treats

6. Black Sheep Lodge + Haymaker

11. JuiceLand

2. Salt Lick

7. Burro Cheese Kitchen

12. Kebabalicious

3. Vegan Yacht

8. Cazamance

13. Whole Foods

4. Austin’s Pizza

9. Chi’Lantro

14. Skull & Cakebones

5. Bananarchy

10. Frank

15. Tamale House East

l

m

Unlimited B-cycle parking at FFF Fest!
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26th

Nas
Rob Halford
of Judas
Priest

King Diamond
Macaulay
Culkin
of Pizza
Underground

e

Skip the traffic, head
straight to the music.
Ride to the FFF Fest
B-cycle Valet at Long
Center B-station.

R i o Gra nd

I’m your
8th ride to
fast,2fun
Fun Fun Fun Fest

A. Nas
B. Death From Above 1979
C. Yo La Tengo
D. King Diamond
E. Alt-J
F. Foxygen
G. Gorilla Biscuits
H. Wiz Khalifa
I. Courtney Barnett
J. Judas Priest
K. Girl Talk
L. Neutral Milk Hotel
M. Pizza Underground
N. Jello Biafra
O. Tinariwen

Wiz Khalifa

Key
1. L. You don’t need a whole hotel’s worth, but chocolate
chip cookies were made for dipping.
2. A. Nas made his debut on the Main Source track “Live
at the Barbeque.”
3. G. 1989’s “Cats and Dogs” is a vegan anthem.
4. M. Technically they are a FFF Nites act, but come on ….
5. N. The legendary Dead Kennedys frontman may no
longer espouse anarchy, but we think he’d be down
with its potassium-rich cousin.
6. B. The Canadian noisemakers should know a thing or
two about poutine.
7. I. “Canned Tomatoes” are the most important
ingredient in tomato soup.
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8. E. OK, it’s not a good match. But we were hoping that
pairing the bland British rockers with our favorite African
food trailer would make them seem more interesting.
9. K. Bulgogi tacos? Kimchi fries? You might call those
mash-ups.
10. J. Because metal shows are total sausage fests.
11. H. He’ll need something to for all that “Kush.”
12. O. Although Tuareg cuisine rarely includes meat, they
do sometimes have kebabs on special occasions.
13. C. As indie rockers age, cheap beer and grub become
far less attractive.
14. D. The Bing Bong cupcake and the noted Satanist
share a color scheme.
15. F. We’ll just say this: It’s our favorite hangover relief spot.

FEED YOUR BELLY
At Freebirds World Burrito, the foundation of our food is
simple. We only use all-natural, fresh ingredients and proudly
make everything we serve in our kitchen, on the daily.

8 Austin Area Locations
Concordia
South Congress
Hancock Center
Brodie Oaks
Austin Commons
Tech Ridge
Round Rock
San Marcos

LIFE’S SHORT. LOVE WHAT YOU DO.
CAREERS.FREEBIRDS.COM
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